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Q.  Just talk about your impressions of Pebble so far. 
Is this your first time ever coming here?

GEORGIA HALL:  No, I played it here at the TaylorMade
Invitational maybe like five, six years ago.  Obviously have
really fond memories.  I think it's absolutely incredible.  It's
kind of one of the first places I've played practice rounds
and actually really enjoying practice rounds.

The course is in great conditions, so excited for that this
week.

Q.  Obviously the first time the U.S. Women's Open is
here.  What does that mean to you and the women's
game in general to have the Women's Open at such an
iconic venue?

GEORGIA HALL:  Yeah, I think it's massive for the game of
golf, and especially for the women's game of golf.  I think
we really deserve to play on the best venues exactly like
the men, and no reason why not.

And just really excited for the fans to come out and local
people and everyone on TV to watch us play this great golf
course.

Q.  How is your game shaping up coming into the
week?  Anything that you're working on specifically?

GEORGIA HALL:  Yeah, I feel my game is pretty good, and
the golf course is set up very tough.  Bad shots really will
get penalized.

But I think yeah, definitely just working on my putting a lot
and the pace putting because you can get lots of big
breaks out here.

Q.  Any expectations that you're setting for yourself or
just trying to come out here and enjoy the moment?

GEORGIA HALL:  Yeah, not really.  I'm just going to -- four
rounds of golf is a long time, and it's a really busy week for
all of us players in this massive field.  Just take tomorrow

as it comes and just see what happens.
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